MOHAMMED   AND   CHARLEMAGNE
at once that their action was definitely hostile to the absolutism
of the sovereign; it was anti-Roman and, one might say, "atiti-
antique."
In Neustria Ebroin represented a tendency which was the exact
opposite of that of the Pippins. The king being a minor, he was
appointed by die magnate to exercise the sovereign power.1
He at once attempted to dominate the aristocracy, to which he
himself did not belong, and to make an end of die hereditary
rights of the palatine families, and he seems to have given employ-
ment to men of humble birth, who owed him everything (656).
This policy was naturally resisted by the great families, at the head
of which we find Saint Leger, since 659 Bishop of Autun.
There was a visible conflict between die defenders of the royal
power and the aristocracy. It is a characteristic fact that the kings
themselves played no part in this conflict.
On the death of Clotair III (573), Ebroin, fearing the inter-
vention of the magnates, immediately placed Thierry III on the
throne. But the magnates, who now claimed the right of inter-
vening in the appointment of the king, refused to acknowledge
Thierry, choosing as king his brother Childeric II.2
This time it was a representative of the aristocracy, Saint Leger,
who actually exercised the supreme power. He forced the king
to make large concessions to the magnates: henceforth the high
^officials could not be sent from one country to another. This still
further increased the influence of the magnates, whose authority
began to assume a kind of hereditary character; yet this measure,
imposed by the aristocracy, was not to the advantage of the
Pippinides. Here we may note that opposition between the South
and the North, of which we have already spoken, and no doubt
one of the motives of this opposition was to prevent the new king,
who had been set upon the throne with the help of the Austrasian
aristocracy, from imposing upon Neustria magnates of Austrasian
origin.8
1	See the texts in fustel db»coulangbs, Le$ transformations, p. 80.
2	HJSTEL DB COXJ1ANGES, 0$. dt., p. 100.	8 Ibid., p. 101.
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